FEASH

USN-4114

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USN-604
ZEM

S.E.R.R. 0T SAVIN

MSN
USN-4114 TACREP NR 02-68 RPT 02-68

At 0317A on 02 January 1968, a radio terminal serving the HQ MR-V MFUC (RAD 4115A) indicated to an unidentified subordinate HQ MR-V MFUC (RAD NOT EQUATED) through the use of procedure signals that QTE I AM IN COMBAT. REQUEST YOU PAY ATTENTION TO MAINTAINING CLOSE COMMUNICATIONS WITH ME. I AM UNDER BOMBARDMENT UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 3500 METERS OF ZULU CHARLIE ONE ONE TWO ONE SEVEN ZERO (ZC 112 170) ON 31 DEC 67.
FLASH

USN-414J
CG III MAF
CG FIRST MARDIV
CG FIRST MAW

INFO: NSAPACREP VIETNAM (G)
CG FMFPAC
USN-504
USN-414
USN-613J
USN-414J1
USN-414J2

ZEM

SUBJ: UNID REAR SERVICES ASSOC HQ QUANG NAM PROVINCE RELOCATES A. MY 092353Z JAB


2. THIS RELOCATION HAS BEEN SUBSTANTIATED BY BOTH A READABLE MESSAGE (REF ALFA) AND SIGINT LOCATIONS ON VARIOUS TERMINALS SERVING THIS HEADQUARTERS.

A. REF ALFA REPORTS A READABLE MSG PASSED FROM THE TENT IDENT HQ DANANG CITY UNIT (4290H) TO THE UNID REAR SERVICES ASSOC HQ QUANG NAM PROV (4290A) IN WHICH INSTRUCTIONS WERE PASSED REGARDING PREPARATIONS FOR "COMBAT" AND MOVEMENT.
IMMEDIATE

USN-414J

ZEM/CG III MAF
CG AMERICAN DIV
CG FIRST MAR DIV
CG FIRST MAW

INFO:
USN-684
USN-613J
USN-414J
USN-414J1
USN-414J2
NSAPACREP VIETNAM

ZEM

USN-414J VSI NR 82-68 RPT 82-68

1. NVA VOICE COMMUNICATIONS, SERVING ONE OR MORE BNS IN SOUTHERN DANANG TAOR HAS REAPPEARED AFTER ONE WEEK SILENCE. INACTIVE SINCE 87595ZJAB, THE NET REAPPEARED 149955ZJAB AND IS CONTINUING IN INCREASING VOLUME AS OF 151400ZJAB.

2. PREVIOUS ACTIVATION OF THIS NET HAS PRESAGED HOSTILE ACTIVITY IN THE AREA SERVED BY THESE COMMUNICATIONS. THE LAST PERIOD OF HEAVY COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITY BY THIS NET WAS DURING OPERATION AUBURN.
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USN-604

ZEN

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 03-68 RPT 03-68

AT 0917Z ON 02 JANUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS SERVING HQ DANANG CITY (RAD 4296H) INDICATED TO THE UNID REAR SERVICES ASSOC HQ QUANG NAM PROV (RAD 4296A) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM ENGAGED IN COMBAT; REQUEST YOU PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO MAINTAINING COMMUNICATIONS WITH ME UNQTE.

THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT AS (RAD 4296H) ON 01 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 1700 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO ZERO THREE SEVEN FIVE THREE THREE (BT 37 533).
IMMEDIATE

USN 414J

CG III MAF
CG FIRST MARDIV
CG THIRD MARDIV
CG THIRD MARDIV (FWD)
CG FIRST MAW
CG TASK FORCE XRAY

INFO: CG FMFPAC
NSAPACREP VIETNAM (C)
USM 878
USN 414
ZEM

SUBJ: POSS INTRODUCTION OF ARMORED ELEMENTS TO COMBAT
AT 2312Z ON 16JAN68, A COMMUNICATIONS ENTITY SUSPECTED OF
SERVING THE 222ND ARMORED REGT PASSED A PARTIALLY READABLE
MSG STATING QTE ARE PREPARED FOR IMMEDIATE COMBAT UNQTE.
DUE TO LACK OF CURRENT ENTITY STATUS OR LOCATIONS, THIS ENTITY
SIGNIFICANCE UNDETERMINED AT THIS TIME.
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-694

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 04-68 RPT 04-68
AT 1325Z ON 02 JANUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED
AS SERVING HQ DANANG CITY UNIT (RAD 4290H) INDICATED TO THE UNIDENT
REAR SERVICES ASSOC HQ QUANG NAM PROV (RAD 4290A) THROUGH THE USE
OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM ENGAGED IN COMBAT: I AM ON THE
MOVE UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT AS (RAD 4290H)
ON 01 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 1700 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO ZERO THREE
SEVEN FIVE THREE THREE (BT 37 533).
GLASH

USN-414J
CG III MAF
CG FIRST MARDIV
CG THIRD MARDIV
CG FIRST MAW
CG TASK FORCE XRAY
CG FIRST AIR CAV
CG 101ST AIRBORNE DIV
USN-414J3
USN-414J5

INFO: CG FMFPAC
SSO MACV
SSO PCV
USM-631M
USM-808
USM-639J
USN-414
USN-414J4

ERM

SECRET CAVING

USN-414J VSI NR 06-68

SUBJ: POSS NEW DIVISION LOCATED IN THE DMZ AREA

1. THREE MESSAGES PASSED BY AN U/I ELEMENT OF THE 164TH ARTY REGT, 351ST ARTY DIVISION ON 17 MARCH MADE REFERENCE TO A QTE NEW DIVISION UNQTE. MESSAGES REFERED TO SUPPORTING THE QTE NEW DIVISION UNQTE ON 16 MARCH AND REPORTED THAT THE QTE NEW DIVISION UNQTE ENEMY SITUATION IS UNDER CONTROL.

2. UNABLE AT PRESENT TO CONFIRM THE EXISTENCE OF A NEW DIVISION IN THE DMZ AREA THROUGH SIGINT.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USN-844

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 08-68 RPT 08-68

AT 1214H ON 24 JANUARY 1968, THE HQS 2ND NVA DIV
(4115F) INDICATED, THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS
TO HIS SUPERIOR (4115A), THAT QTE I AM ENGAGED IN COMBAT.
I AM ABOUT TO MOVE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY
SIGINT WITHIN 43/30 METERS OF ALFA TANGO NINE FOUR TWO TWO
NINE FIVE (AT 942 295). ON 23 JANUARY 1968.

COMMENT: ABV TERMINAL ALSO INDICATED MOVEMENT APROX
THREE (3) HOURS EARLIER. REF MY TACREP 07-68.
SECRET CAVIN

USN-4147
QUEBEC 2Z ZULU/Delta
USM-808

Z E M
SECRET CAVIN

USN-4147 TACREP NR 09-68 RPT NR. 09-68
AT 0532Z, ON 04 JANUARY 1968, THE 6TH COMPANY, SUBORDINATE TO
THE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION, PASSED A MESSAGE TO THE POSS FRONT
STATING AMERICANS AND ARVN'S WILL COMBINE TO SWEEP FROM ROUTE 76
(YD 150 667 TO YD 192 782) THROUGH THIEN CHANH (YD 165 641) TO
TRUC KHE (YD 226 659). FOLLOWING THE SWEEP, "THEY WILL LEVEL THE
BAMBOO WITH CHEMICALS FROM AN THAI (U/L) TO TRUC KHE." IT WAS REQ
THAT THE POSS FRONT COORDINATE, AROUSE PUBLIC OPINION, AND
COMMUNICATE THIS PLOT TO THE DISTRICT COMMITTEE SO THEY CAN "PLAN
AGAINST THE DISTRUCTION."
SECRET SAVIN

FLASH

USN-4144
QUEBEC 26 ZULU/DELTA
USM-888

Z EM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-4144 TACREP NR 11-68 RPT NR 11-68
AT 0749Z, ON 04 JANUARY 1968, A TERMINAL (RAD 3224C) SUBORDINATE
to the Poss 29th Regt stated in a message to the Poss 29th Regt
that they were coordinating with the Song LAM to look for an
entrance road. The Song LAM is a covername for the 101st D
regiment. The Terminal (RAD 3224C) was last located by ARDF
at 0710Z, on 04 January 1968 within 750 meters of Yankee Delta
seven three one four three five (YD 731 435).
USN-414J TACREP NR 15-68 RPT USN-414J TACREP NR 15-68

AT 0118Z ON 07 JANUARY 1968, A TERMINAL (RAD 4389A) POSSIBLY SERVING THE NINTH (9TH) NVA REGT WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 2500 METERS OF YANKEE DELTA THREE THREE ZERO THREE ONE FIVE (YD 333 315). THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED ON 27 DECEMBER 1967, WITHIN 750 METERS OF YANKEE DELTA ZERO SIX TWO SEVEN FOUR ONE (YD 062 741). THIS FIX INDICATES A MOVE OF APPROXIMATELY FIFTY (50) KILOMETERS IN A SOUTHEASTERLY DIRECTION.
USN-414J TAGREP NR 16-68 RPT 16-68

AT 0122Z on 08 JANUARY 1968, A TERMINAL SERVING HQ 2ND NVA DIV (RAD 4115F) INDICATED TO HQ MR-V MFUC (RAD 4115A) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION: UNDER BOMBARDMENT, I AM IN COMBAT AND ABOUT TO MOVE UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 06 JANUARY 1968, WITHIN 600 METERS OF XE ALFA TANGO NINE THREE FIVE TWO EIGHT EIGHT (AT 935 288).
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/BRavo
USN-624

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 17-68 RPT 17-68

AT 124Z AND 130Z ON 28 JANUARY 1968, A TERMINAL SERVING HQ 2ND NVA
DIV (RAD 4115X) INDICATED TO HQ MR-V MFUC (RAD 4115A) THROUGH OF
PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM ENGAGED IN COMBAT, I AM ABOUT TO
MOVE, THERE WILL BE A B-52 RAID UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST
LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 06 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 600 METERS OF ALFA TANGO
NINE THREE FIVE TWO EIGHT EIGHT.
FLASH
USN 414J
QUEBEC 20/ ZULU/Delta
USN 800
ZEM
SECRET

USN 414J TACREP NR 17-68 RPT TACREP NR 17-68
ON 08JAN68 AT 0300Z, AN U/I FRONT INFORMED THE 6TH COMPANY
OF THE 27TH INDEP BN THAT QTE COMRADE NA AND COMRADE DONG
WILL CONTINUE TO LAY IN AMBUSH ON ROUTE 9, WITH 60'S UNQTE.
ALSO MENTIONED IS THE INTENTION OF MINING PROB ROUTE 9.
NO DATE OR TIMES WERE GIVEN FOR THE ATTACKS.
FLASH
USN 414J
QUEBEC 26 ZULU/BRavo
USM 008
ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

W.G. McWhorter 15JAB

SECRET SAVIN

CORRECTION TO USN 414J TAGREP NR 19-68

AT 0557Z ON 18JAN68, AN U/S FRONT PASSED THE FOLLOWING
TO THE 27TH INDEP BN QTE B-52 BOMBING PLAN FROM THE 15TH
OF JANUARY TO THE 31ST OF JANUARY, PERHAPS EARLIER:
798 258 (YD 266 787 - YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX SIX SEVEN EIGHT
SEVEN), 791 259 (YD 257 786 - YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX SEVEN
SEVEN EIGHT ZERO), 768 259 (YD 217 757 - YANKEE DELTA TWO
ONE SEVEN SEVEN FIVE SEVEN), 699 219 (YD 218 829 - YANKEE
DELTA TWO ONE EIGHT EIGHT TWO NINE) AND 839 249 (YD 248 819 -
YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR EIGHT EIGHT ONE NINE). THE AREAS
FROM THE 3RD OF JANUARY TO THE 31ST OF JANUARY ARE:
745 (YD 058 729 - YANKEE DELTA ZERO FIVE EIGHT SEVEN TWO
NINE), 7506 (YD 068 739 - YANKEE DELTA ZERO SIX EIGHT
SEVEN THREE NINE), 7693 (YD 038 749 - YANKEE DELTA ZERO
THREE EIGHT SEVEN FOUR NINE), 7703 (YD 038 759 - YANKEE
DELTA ZERO THREE EIGHT SEVEN FIVE NINE), 7726 (YD 268 759 -
YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX EIGHT SEVEN FIVE NINE), 7727 (YD 278
759 - YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN EIGHT SEVEN FIVE NINE), 7925
(YD 258 779 - YANKEE DELTA TWO FIVE EIGHT SEVEN SEVEN NINE),
8219 (YD 198 809 - YANKEE DELTA ONE ZERO EIGHT EIGHT ZERO
NINE), 8399 (YD 098 819 - YANKEE DELTA ZERO NINE EIGHT
EIGHT ONE NINE), 8511 (YD 118 889 - YANKEE DELTA ONE ONE
EIGHT EIGHT THREE NINE), 851 (YD 118 899 - YANKEE DELTA
ONE ZERO EIGHT EIGHT THREE NINE), 7724 (YD 248 759 -
YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR EIGHT SEVEN FIVE NINE), 8824
(YD 248 859 - YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR EIGHT EIGHT SIX NINE),
8827 (YD 278 869 - YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN EIGHT EIGHT SIX
NINE), 7922 (YD 228 779 - YANKEE DELTA TWO TWO EIGHT
SEVEN SEVEN NINE). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USN 414J

QUEBEC 28 ZULU/BRUNO
USN 888

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN 414J TACREP NR 19-68 RPT TACREP NR 19-68

AT 0557Z ON 10 JAN 68, AN U/1 FRONT PASSED THE FOLLOWING TO THE 27TH INDEP BN QTE B-52 BOMBING PLAN FROM THE 15TH OF JANUARY TO THE 31ST OF JANUARY, PERHAPS EARLIER.

798 258 (YD 266 787 - YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX SIX SEVEN EIGHT SEVEN), 791 259 (YD 267 789 - YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX SEVEN SEVEN EIGHT ZERO), 768 259 (YD 217 757 - YANKEE DELTA TWO ONE SEVEN SEVEN FIVE SEVEN), 890 210 (YD 218 829 - YANKEE DELTA TWO ONE EIGHT EIGHT TWO NINE) AND 830 240 (YD 248 819 - YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR EIGHT EIGHT ONE NINE). THE AREAS FROM THE 3RD OF JANUARY TO THE 31ST OF JANUARY ARE:

7485 (YD 13 63 - YANKEE DELTA ONE THREE SIX THREE),
7506 (YD 14 64 - YANKEE DELTA ONE FOUR SIX FOUR),
7603 (YD 11 65 - YANKEE DELTA ONE ONE SIX FIVE),
7703 (YD 11 66 - YANKEE DELTA ONE ONE SIX SIX),
7726 (YD 34 66 - YANKEE DELTA THREE FOUR SIX SIX),
7727 (YD 35 66 - YANKEE DELTA THREE FIVE SIX SIX),
7925 (YD 33 68 - YANKEE DELTA THREE THREE SIX EIGHT),
8210 (YD 18 71 - YANKEE DELTA ONE EIGHT SEVEN ONE),
8329 (YD 17 72 - YANKEE DELTA ONE SEVEN TWO),
8511 (YD 19 74 - YANKEE DELTA ONE NINE SEVEN FOUR),
8510 (YD 18 74 - YANKEE DELTA ONE EIGHT SEVEN FOUR),
7724 (YD 32 66 - YANKEE DELTA THREE TWO SIX SIX),
8824 (YD 32 77 - YANKEE DELTA THREE TWO SEVEN SEVEN),
8827 (YD 35 77 - YANKEE DELTA THREE FIVE SEVEN SEVEN),
7922 (YD 38 68 - YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO SIX EIGHT). UNQTE NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC 2d ZULU/DELTA
USM-8/8
ZEM

USN 414J TACREP NR 26-68 RPT TACREP NR 26-68

AT 173532Z, AN U/I ELEMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE
164TH ARTILLERY REGIMENT INSTRUCTED A SUBORDINATE,
IDENTIFIED AS THE 5TH COMPANY, TO PREPARE TO FIRE
INTO DOC 501 (YD 174 723) YANKEE DELTA ONE SEVEN
FOUR SEVEN TWO THREE. IT FURTHER STATED THAT THE
13TH COMPANY WAS TO FIRE INTO CON TIENT (POSSIBLE
REFERENCE TO CON THIEN) (YD 115 793) YANKEE DELTA
ONE ONE FIVE SEVEN ZERO THREE. NO DATES OR TIMES
WERE GIVEN FOR THE ATTACK.
FLASH

USH-414J

QUEBEC 21 JULU/Delta
USH-858

ZEN

USH-414J TACREP NR 21-58 RPT TACREP NR 22-68

At 105322, an U/I element assoc with the 164th Artillery Regiment instructed a subordinate element to closely observe Con Thien (Poss ref to Con Thien) (YD 115 753) Yankee Delta one one five seven zero three and Doc Soi (YD 174 723) Yankee Delta one seven four seven two three, due to a group of congressmen were to arrive. It further instructed the 6th company to prepare to fire into Doc Soi and that the 13th company was to fire into Con Thien. It also instructed that they were to fire into whichever of the two locations the group arrived at. No dates or times were given for the attack.
USN-414J TGCREP NR 25-68 RPT TGREP NR 25-68

At 1313Z on 15 January 1968, a radio terminal tentatively identified as serving either the 1st or 3rd battalion 68th Artillery Regiment (429D) indicated to the UNID REAR Services Assoc HQ Quang Nam Province (429A), through the use of procedure signals, that QTE 1 AM about to move UQTE. This terminal was last located by SIGINT as RAD 2217K on 12 Jan 68 within 4000 meters of ZULU CHARLIE TWO ZERO ZERO FOUR ZERO ZERO (ZC 20° 40°).
SECRET SWIV

FLASH

USN 414J
QUEREC 26 ZULU/DELTA
USM 838
ZEM

SECRET SWIV

USN 414J TACREP NR 26-68 RPT TACREP NR 26-68

AT 0526Z ON 16JAN68, A MSG PASSED BY THE 6TH CO OF THE
27TH INDEP BN TO AN U/I FRONT REVEALED NVA INTENTIONS
OF CONDUCTING INTERCEPTION OF ARVN COMMUNICATIONS.

THE ENTITY SPOKE OF GRASPING AN ARVN RADIO NET AND
REQUESTED PRC-17 AND PRC-25 RADIOS FOR BULFILLING
THIS TASK.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 29-68 RPT TACREP NR 29-68

AT 1120Z ON 20 JANUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL TENTUOUSLY ASSOCIATED WITH THE HQ 4/9TH SAPPER BATTALION (RAD 73AT) INDICATED TO HQ MR-V MFUC (73A), THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS, THAT QTE I AM ON THE MOVE UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 18 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 350 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO THREE TWO EIGHT ZERO FIVE EIGHT (BT 328 058).
FLASH
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USN-838
ZEN

USN-414J TACREP NR 37-68 RPT NR 37-68
ON 20 JANUARY 1968 THE HEADQUARTERS 325TH DIVISION (RAD 839A)
WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 4000 METERS OF XRAY DELTA
SEVEN NINE ONE FOUR THREE ONE (XD 791-431). THIS REPRESENTS
A RELOCATION OF APPROXIMATELY 20 KILOMETERS FROM THE
LAST KNOWN LOCATION ON 16 JANUARY AT XRAY DELTA FIVE NINE
ZERO FOUR FIVE EIGHT (XD 590-458). THE PRESENT LOCATION
IS APPROXIMATELY 6 KILOMETERS WEST NORTH WEST OF KHE SANH.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USN-808
ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 33-68 RPT NR 33-68
AT 0147Z ON 21 JANUARY, AN INFANTRY REGIMENT (RAD 4395D) OF THE 304TH PAVN DIVISION WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 1000 METERS OF XRAY DELTA NINE FIVE EIGHT TWO SIX FIVE (XD 958-265). THIS REPRESENTS A RELOCATION OF APPROXIMATELY 35 KILOMETERS IN AN EAST SOUTHEASTERLY DIRECTION. THE LAST KNOWN LOCATION OF THIS UNIT WAS ON 20 JANUARY AT XRAY DELTA SIX ONE NINE FOUR TWO FOUR (XD 619-424). THE PRESENT LOCATIONS IS APPROXIMATELY 17 KILOMETERS SOUTH EAST OF KHE SANH.
FLASH
USN-414J
QUEBEC 2%/ZULU/CHARLIE
USM-808
ZEM
SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 4% "SONGBIRD" RPT TACREP NR 4% "SONGBIRD"
AT 1436Z ON 23JAN68 AN U/I ENTITY ASSOC WITH THE 27TH INDEPENDENT
BATTALION PASSED A MSG STATING THAT THEY HAD CAPTURED SIX LIVE
PRISONERS. NO MENTION WAS MADE AS TO NATIONALITY/SERVICE OF
PRISONERS.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC 2% ZULU/DELTA
USM-8%8

ZEM

SECRET SHIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 41-68 RPT TACREP NR 41-68

AT 0406Z ON 23JAN68, AN U/I ENTITY ASSC WITH THE 27TH INDEPENDENT
BATTALION REPORTED THAT THEY WERE TO CONTINUE TO RECON AND STRIKE
THE COMMUNICATION ROUTES. IT FURTHER STATED THAT THEY WOULD POSS
CONTINUE TO OPEN FIRE ON THE NIGHT OF THE 22 24TH OF JAN. THE
MSG ALSO REVEALED THAT THE 7TH CO, 27TH IND BN IS PRESENTLY AT
KHE NUOC (YD 89 7%) YANKEE DELTA ZERO NINE SEVEN ZERO.
FLASH
USN-414-J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-694

ENTRY

USN-414-J TACREP NR 42-68 RPT 42-68

AT 2335Z ON 23 JANUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL SERVING HQ QUANG
NAM PROV UNIT (RAD 191C) INDICATED THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE
-SIGNALS TO HQ MILITARY REGION FIVE PROV UNIT CONTROL (RAD 191A)
-THAT QUOTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION: SURROUNDED UNQUOTE. THIS
TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 22 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 2000
METERS OF BRAVO TANGO TWO THREE SEVEN ONE TWO EIGHT (BT 237 128).
AT 0854Z ON THE 23RD OF JANUARY, THE POSSIBLE FRONT ASSOCIATED WITH THE 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION INFORMED AN UNIDENTIFIED SUBORDINATE OF AN ATTACK TO BE CARRIED OUT AGAINST ELEMENTS OF THE 3RD BN 26TH MARINES ON 832 (XD 801 442) XRAY DELTA EIGHT ZERO ONE FOUR FOUR TWO. THE ATTACK IS TO TAKE PLACE ON 30JAN68. IT ALSO STATED THAT THE ARTILLERY WOULD FIRE ON 241 (CAMP CARROLL) (YD 067 543) YANKEE DELTA ZERO SIX SEVEN FIVE FOUR THREE, IN A PROB SIMULTANEOUS ATTACK. NO DEFINITE TIME WAS GIVEN FOR THE ATTACK.
SECRET EYES

USN-414J TACREP NR 47 RPT TACREP NR 47-68

At 0249Z on 28 Jan 68, the POS 7th Co, 27th Inf BN, reported that the cadre had been organized to go recon the objective at Xom Bien (U/L) and from Con Ma (U/L) to the river crossroads at the Phu Lai Bridge indicating PRC offensive actions. It also stated that the section of communication routes serving those areas would be struck by infantry and that the 5 Platoons of militia at Cam Giang (U/L PRC NVA name for township) were to be reconnaund and attacked. Other objectives to be attacked were the American and ARVN outposts at Dinh Xa (YD 18° 59'5) Yankee Delta One Eight Zero Five Nine Five, Moc Duc (YD 19° 59'1) Yankee Delta One Nine Zero Five Nine One, and Truong Xa (YD 18° 60'2) Yankee Delta One Eight Zero Six Zero Two.
SECRET (SECRET)

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM=694

WM

SECRET (SECRET)

USN=414J TACREP NR 48-68 RPT TACREP NR 48-68

AT 1002Z ON 25 JANUARY 1968 THE TENTATIVE 409TH

S SAPPER BN (RADC 2025G) WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN

750 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO ONE FIVE THREE TWO NINE ZERO

(BT 153 293). THIS REPRESENTS A POSS MOVE OF APPROX

TWENTY THREE (23) KILOMETERS NORTHWEST FROM HIS

TERMINALO LAST KNOWN LOCATION ON 22 JANUARY 1968

WITHIN 2000 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO THREE ZERO THREE

ZERO SIX ONE (BT 303 061).
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG. AMERICAL DIV
USN-604
ZEM

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 49-68 RPT TACREP NR 49-68
A MESSAGE TRANSMITTED FROM THE TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED
HQ 368TH "B" ARTY REGIMENT (RAD 4290C) TO HQ REAR SERVICES
GROUP 44 (RAD 4290A) REVEALED THAT THIS REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
HAD RECEIVED CLARIFICATION AND WAS IN THE PREPARATION FOR
"N-DAY" (VIETNAMESE EQUIVALENT FOR "D-DAY"). NO DATE FOR
"N-DAY" WAS GIVEN. THE TENTATIVE HQ 368TH "B" ARTY REGIMENT
WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 24 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 1500 METERS
OF ALFA TANGO EIGHT ONE THREE FIVE NINE SIX (AT 813 596).

SECRET CAVIN
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USN-808
USN-631M

ZEM

SECRET-RADAR

USN-414J TACREP NR 051-68 RPT TACREP NR 051-68

AT 0517Z AND AT 0728Z ON 26JAN68 IN COMMUNICATIONS ENTITIES SERVING THE 27TH INDEP BN, THE DESIGNATOR "CX52" APPEARED. THE "CX" PROB EXPANSION IS CONG XUONG, A KNOWN COVERNAME FOR REGIMENT. THIS THEREBY REVEALS THE PRESENCE OF THE 52ND REGIMENT. A 52ND REGIMENT IS CARRIED IN OOB AS BEING SUBORDINATE TO THE 320TH DIV. THE HQS, 320TH DIV LAST LOCATED ON 22JAN68 AT VIC OF YD 033 616 WITHIN 3900 METERS. THE HQS, 27TH INDEP BN LAST LOCATED ON 26JAN68 AT YD 151 567 WITHIN 800 METERS.
IMMED

USN-414J

DIRNSA (DD1: AZA)

USM-600

INFO: USN-414
NSAPACREP VIETNAM (G)

USM-631M

ZEM

SECRET

TECH SUPPLEMENT TO USN-414J TACREP NR 552-68 RPT 552-68

SUBJ: POSS GROUND ATTACK ON KHE SANH COMBAT BASE

AT 2341Z ON 26 JAN 1968 A PLAIN TEXT MSG WAS PASSED

VIA VOICE COMMUNICATIONS UTILIZING ENCRYPTED TRINOMES

ON 41.15MHZ WITH FOLLOWING CALLUP NOTED: 646 DE 562.
FLASH

USN 414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/CHARLIE
USM 808
USM 631M

ZEN

SECRET SAVIN

USN 414J TACREP NR 54-68 RPT TACREP NR 54-68 SONGBIRD

1. AN INTERCEPTED MESSAGE PASSED AT 270604Z ON A VOICE COMMS NET, STATED THAT 007T (U/I DESIG) AT 252 (U/L) CAPTURED 20 (TWENTY) (C-VAL, CIDG) GOING FROM LANG VEI TO KHE SANH VILLAGE. THEY ARE UNDER GUARD. AWAITING ORDERS FROM 008 (U/I DESIG). NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS PASSED.
USN-414J
QUEBEC 20/ZULU/CHARLIE
USM-808

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 56 "SONGBIRD" RPT TACREP NR "SONGBIRD"
A MSG PASSED BY A U/I TERMINAL ASSOC WITH THE 27TH
INDEPENDENT BN AT 230200Z STATED THAT SIX PRISONERS
CAPTURED ON THE RIVER CROSSROADS FRONT ON THE NIGHT OF
21 JAN WERE NOT TO BE RELEASED AND STATED THAT THE
PRISONERS WERE TO BE TAKEN UP TO THE BASE AT GIO LINH.
USN-414J TACREP NR 57-68 RPT TACREP NR 57-68

AT 0751Z ON 29 JANUARY 1968, THE HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP 44 (4290A) INDICATED TO THE PROB HQ VC 492ND SAPPER BATTALION (4290.) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM ABOUT TO MOVE UNQTE. THIS HEADQUARTERS FUNCTIONS UNDER A SPLIT-TERMINAL WORKING; ONE TERMINAL LAST LOCATED ON 24 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 1300 METERS OF ZULU CHARLIE ONE FIVE FOUR FOUR TWO ZERO (ZC 154 420) AND THE OTHER ON 29 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 100 METERS OF ALFA TANGO NINE SEVEN TWO FIVE THREE ONE (AT 972 531).
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USN-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 63-68 RPT TACREP NR 63-68

AT 0400Z ON 30 JANUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL SERVING AN
UNIDENTIFIED ENTITY (RAD 2287 ALFA) ((1)) WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT
WITHIN 2500 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO ZERO THREE SEVEN SEVEN ONE SIX
(BT 037 716) APPROX SEVEN KILOMETERS SOUTH OF DANANG. THIS
LOCATION REPRESENTS AN APPROX NINETEEN (19) KILOMETER MOVE NORTH-
EAST FROM THIS UNIT'S LAST LOCATION ON 27 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN
500 METERS OF ALFA TANGO NINE SEVEN SEVEN FIVE THREE SEVEN
(AT 977 537).

((1)) MY 290435Z JAB
FLASH

J.E. McEntire 31JAB

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-604

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 65-68 RPT TACREP NR 65-68

At 0749H on 31 January 1968, an unidentified subordinate (unraddled) indicated to HQ Rear Services Group 44, through the use of procedure signals, that QTE I AM ON THE MOVE UNQTE.

Later at 0805H this terminal passed signals XNXRX interpreted to MEA QTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION; ATTACK AND AM ABOUT TO MOVE UNQTE. This terminal was last located by SIGINT on 26 Jan 68 within 600 meters of Zulu Charlie One Eight Five Four One Three (ZC 185 413).
FLASH

USM-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CC AMERICAN DIV
USM-664

ZEM

USM-414J TACREP NR 61-68 RPT 61-68

AT 0533Z ON 01 JANUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED AS SERVING HQ DAMANG CITY UNIT (4292H) INDICATED TO THE UNID REAR SERVICES ASSOC HQ QUANG NAM PROV (4292A) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION. I AM IN COMBAT. REQUEST YOU PAY ATTENTION TO MAINTAINING CLOSE COMMUNICATIONS WITH ME UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT AS RAD 2217E, WHILE SERVING ON ITS WATCH MET, ON 01 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 250 METERS OF ALFA TANGO MINE SEVEN SEVEN FIVE THREE SIX (AT 977 536).
USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808

Z EM
SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 73-68 RPT TACREP NR 73-68

AT 0456Z ON 01 FEB 68 AN U/I ELEMENT OF THE 803RD REGT
INSTRUCTED THE 1ST BN TO HAVE A PLAN IN ORDER TO BE ABLE
TO ATTACK TONIGHT, THE 1ST OF FEB. AREAS MENTIONED FOR
THE ATTACK WERE HOANH HA (YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO ZERO
SIX EIGHT SEVEN), XUAN KHANH (YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO SIX
SIX EIGHT ZERO), AND BAC CAU (YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO FIVE
SIX EIGHT ZERO). SOURCE ALSO INSTRUCTED THE 1ST BN TO
HAVE AN ARTILLERY COMBAT PLAN INDICATING PROB ARTY SUPPORT
FIRES.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 075-68 RPT TACREP NR 075-68

AT 0800Z ON 02FEB68 THE 803RD REGT INSTRUCTED A SUBORDINATE OF THE
FOLLOWING PLAN OF ACTION. QTE AT 0230G, BE PRESENT EAST OF NH
HA (YD 275 705) YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN FIVE SEVEN ZERO FIVE AND
MEET US IN ORDER FOR THE ENTIRE REGT TO GO INTO BATTLE. WHEN WE GO
TO PREPARE THE AMBUSH, STRIKE IN THREE PRONGS. ONE WILL ENTER BAC
VONG (YD 311 685) YANKEE DELTA THREE ONE ONE SIX EIGHT FIVE, FROM
THE EAST, ONE WILL ENTER TAY GIAP (YD 300 685) YANKEE DELTA THREE
ZERO ZERO SIX EIGHT FIVE, FROM THE NORTHEAST AND ONE WILL ENTER
HOANG HA THUONG (YD 300 687) YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO ZERO SIX EIGHT
SEVEN FROM THE NORTHEAST. STRIKE TRUNG AN (YD 301 680)
YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO ONE SIX EIGHT ZERO, AND DAI LOC (YD 304 680)
YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO FOUR SIX EIGHT ZERO UNQTE.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/CHARLIE
USM-808
USM-631M

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 77-68 RPT TACREP NR 77-68 SONGBIRD

IN A MESSAGE PASSED ON 31JAN68 AT 0412Z, AN UNID ELEMENT OF THE POSS 101ST D REGT PASSED THE FOLLOWING: QTE AT (C-VAL, THE 6TH BN), THEY HAVE UP TO 19 PUPPETS (ARVN) THAT HAVE SURRENDERED TO US. UNQTE.

IN ANOTHER MESSAGE PASSED ON 31JAN68 AT 0428Z, AN UNID ELEMENT OF THE POSS 101ST D REGT STATED THE FOLLOWING: QTE WE HAVE STRUCK A GROUP OF ENEMY AND VICTORIOUSLY KILLED THE GROUP, COLLECTED MANY WEAPONS, AND CAPTURED MANY PRISONERS. UNQTE.

NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 78-68 RPT TACREP NR 78-68

AT 0022Z AND 0100Z ON 04 FEBRUARY 1968, A RADIO TERMINAL
SERVING HQ QUANG NAM PROV UNIT (RAD 191C) INDICATED THROUGH THE
USE OF PROSIGNS TO HQ MR-V PROV UNIT CONTROL (RAD 191A) THAT
QTE I AM ENGAGED IN COMBAT; I AM ON THE MOVE UNQTE. THIS
TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 01 FEBRUARY 1968 AS
(RAD 191C) WITHIN 550 METERS OF BRAVO TANGO TWO ONE FOUR ONE SIX
EIGHT (BT 214 168).

SECRET SAVIN

HILL 04FEB
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 79-68 RPT TACREP NR 79-68
AT 0516-0613Z ON 04 FEBRUARY 1968, THE PROB HQ VC 402ND
SAPPER BATTALION (RAD 4366B) INDICATED TO THE PROB HQ 2ND
BATTALION 368B ARTY REGT (4366.), THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE
 SIGNALS, THAT QTE I AM IN COMBAT. REQUEST YOU PAY ATTENTION
 TO MAINTAINING CLOSE COMMUNICATIONS WITH ME. THIS HEADQUARTERS
 WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 03 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 1200
 METERS OF ALFA TANGO EIGHT FOUR SEVEN SIX SIX EIGHT (AT 847 668).

SECRET CAVIN
J.E. McEntire 04FEB

SECRET CAVIN

SECRET CAVIN

SECRET CAVIN
USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 81-68 RPT USN-414J TACREP NR 81-68
AT 0931Z ON 04 FEBRUARY, 1968 A TERMINAL (RAD 4331C),
PREVIOUSLY THOUGHT TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE A SHAW
VALLEY REAR SERVICES, WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN
2500 METERS OF YANKEE DELTA FOUR NINE ZERO ZERO THREE
THREE (YD 490 033). THIS TERMINAL WAS PREVIOUSLY
LOCATED ON 29 JANUARY, 1968 WITHIN 1500 METERS OF
YANKEE CHARLIE FIVE ONE ZERO NINE THREE ONE (YC 510
931). THIS REPRESENTS A MOVE OF APPROXIMATELY
ELEVEN (11) KILOMETERS IN A NORTHERLY DIRECTION.
USN-414W
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-838
USM-631M

Z EM

SECRET

USN-414W TACREP NR 86-68 RPT TACREP NR 86-68

AT 0238Z ON 06 FEB A MSG PASSED BY THE HQS 803RD REGT TO THE POSS 3RD BN STATED THAT IN ORDER TO GUARANTEE COMBAT DURING THE 6TH OF FEB THE 3RD BN IS TO REMAIN AT LAM XUAN TAY (YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN ZERO SEVEN ZERO ZERO). THE 3RD BN WAS ALSO INSTRUCTED TO STRIKE THE MOMENT THE ENEMY CROSSES THE RIVER AND TO BE DETERMINED NOT TO LET THEM CROSS TO LAM XUAN TAY.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M
ZEM

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 88-68 RPT TACREP NR 88-68

AT 070030Z FEB 68, THE HQ 803RD REGT INSTRUCTED THE 3RD BN TO SEND THE 13TH COMPANY TO DEPLOY COMRADE TIM'S GUIDES LIKE BEFORE AND TO STRIKE AND SINK THE "ENEMY" BOATS AND KEEP THE RIVER CROSSROADS UNDER CONTROL. READABLE TRAFFIC PLACED THE 3RD BN AT LAM XUAN TAY (YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN ZERO SEVEN ZERO ZERO - YD 270 700) ON 06FEB68.
NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USN-808
USM-631M

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 89-68 RPT TACREP NR 89-68

AT 070514Z FEB68, THE POSS 1ST COMPANY, 3RD BN, 803RD REGT, INSTRUCTED THE 3RD BN TO TRANSPORT RECOILLESS RIFLES IMMEDIATELY FOR THE ATTACK ON THIS SIDE. THIS ENTITY FURTHER REPORTED HIS PRESENT AMMO SUPPLY AS FOLLOWS:
16 CASES OF K56 AMMO, 90 ROUNDS OF 82MM MORTAR AMMO, 16 ROUNDS OF RECOILLESS RIFLE AMMO AND 22 MINES.
NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USM-414J

QUEBEC 2% ZULU/DELTA
USM-878
USM-631M

SECRET SATIN

USM-414J TACREP NR 9%-%68 RPT TACREP NR 9%-%68

AT 072047Z FEB-68, THE POSS 7TH CO 27TH INDEP BN, REPORTED THAT THE 27TH BN HAS BEEN DIRECTED TO ORGANIZE TO BLOCK ROUTE NINE AND TO ENCLOSE CAM LO AND FURTHER IMMEDIATELY ORGANIZE A DETACHMENT WITH THE FIRE POWER TO DESTROY THE TANKS AND THEN REQUEST EACH DANG'S (POSS 32ND DIVISION) ASSISTANCE. IT WAS FURTHER NOTED TO MAKE EFFORTS TO BE SUCCESSFUL ON THE 8TH OF FEB.

COLLATERAL REPORTS THAT THE 48TH AND 52ND REGTS OF THE 32ND DIVISION ARE BOTH ACTIVE IN THE CAM LO AREA.

IN ANOTHER MESSAGE SENT AT 070047Z FEB 68 BY THE POSS 7TH CO, IT WAS STATED THAT ON THE NIGHT OF THE 9TH OF FEB, STRIKE THE INFANTRY AND FIRE AT AIRCRAFT. THE 6TH CO WAS INSTRUCTED TO RETURN TO ALL OF THE VILLAGES AT QUAT XA (YANKEE DELTA ONE ZERO ONE FIVE NINE NINE SLASH YANKEE DELTA ONE ZERO EIGHT FIVE EIGHT EIGHT - YD 191 599/ YD 198 588) AND ALL OF THE OTHER VILLAGES. THE 6TH CO WAS FURTHER INSTRUCTED TO HAVE A SMALL DETACHMENT DEPLOY TO THE NORTH OF THE RIVER AT QUAT XA. IT WAS THEN STATED THAT THE FIREPOWER IS WEAK.

NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
USN-414J TACREP NR 091-68 RPT TACREP NR 091-68 SONGBIRD

At 0600Z on 07FEB68 an U/I MIL element in OPNS, KHE SANH area passed a MSG in VOICE COMMS which revealed the capture of an AMERICAN PILOT. MSG stated that the AMERICAN WARRANT OFFICER PILOT had credentials issued by an AMERICAN LTCOL to transport SUPPLIES AND WEAPONS FROM NHA TRANG TO DA NANG AND FROM DA NANG TO LANG VEI ON THE NIGHT OF 31JAN68. NO INDICATION WAS GIVEN AS TO THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE PILOT.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG: AMERICAL DIV
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 92-68 RPT TACREP NR 92-68

AT 0552Z ON 08 FEBRUARY 1968, THE POSS HQ 1ST VC REGIMENT
(RAD 4055 ECHO) WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 700 METERS OF
BRAVO TANGO ZERO TWO FIVE SIX NINE ZERO (BT 025 690). THIS
LOCATION REPRESENTS AN APPROX FOURTEEN (14) KILOMETER MOVE
NORTH TO WITHIN EIGHT KILOMETERS OF DANANG SINCE THIS HEAD-
QUARTERS' LAST LOCATION ON 01 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 2300 METERS
OF BRAVO TANGO ZERO TWO FIVE FIVE FIVE ONE (BT 025 551).
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CB AMERICAN DIV
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 93-68 RPT TACREP NR 93-68

At 1925Z on 08 February 1968, the prob forward tactical
element MR-V (RAD 4115 BRAVO) indicated to HQ MR-V MFUC (RAD
4115 ALFA), through the use of procedure signals, that QTE
from 24000 (1700Z) to 16000 (0900Z) I was in a difficult
situation; surrounded UNQTE. This headquarters was last
located by SIGINT on 05 February 1968 within the general
vicinity of ALFA TANGO NINE FOUR TWO FIVE FIVE FIVE
(AT 942 555).
FLASH

USN-414J
QUÉBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USN-631M

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 94-68 RPT TACREP NR 94-68

AT 0236Z ON 08 FEB A MESSAGE PASSED BY THE HQS 803RD
REGT TO THE 3RD COMPANY REPORTED THAT ON THE NIGHT OF
08 FEB 17 MORTARS WILL ARRIVE AT THE SCHOOLHOUSE AT
XUAN LAM (YANKEL DELTA TWO EIGHT FIVE SIX NINE ZERO).
NO FURTHER INFO GIVEN.
USN-414 J
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M

Z E M

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414 J TACREP NR 95-68 RPT TACREP NR 95-68
A MSG PASSED BY THE 3RD BATTALION, 803RD REGT AT 0234Z
08 FEB STATED THAT ON 09 FEB THE 3RD BATTALION WOULD PLACE
AN OBSERVATION STATION AT COORDS YANKEE DELTA TWO THREE SIX
SEVEN SECTION THREE, IN ORDER TO GRASP THE ENEMY SITUATION.
MSG ALSO STATED THAT THE 3RD BATTALION WOULD DEPLOY ONE
TEAM TO GUARD THE STATION TO THE WEST IN THE AREA OF THE
ROAD TO KY LAM (YANKEE DELTA TWO THREE TWO SIX SIX THREE).
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USN-208
USN-631M

ZEM

SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 96-68 RPT TACREP NR 96-68
AT 0131Z ON 08 FEB THE HQS 805RD ISSUED DEPLOYMENT INSTRUCTIONS
TO THE 3RD BATTALION. THE 1ST CO WILL REPLACE THE 2ND CO AT
MAI XA (YANKEE DELTA TWO EIGHT NINE SIX SEVEN EIGHT) AND WILL
BE REINFORCED WITH 2 82MM MORTARS, 1 82MM RECOILLESS RIVLE, 1 HVY
MACHING GUN, 1 12.7MM ANTI AERCFT GUN, AND 1 PLT OF LOCAL FORCES.
THE 2ND CO WILL DEPLOY TO THE EAST OF VINH QUANG THUONG (YANKEE
DELTA TWO SIX NINE SIX FIVE THREE) AND XOM RU (U/L) AND WILL BE
REINFORCED WITH 1 12.7MM HVY MACHING GUN. THE 3RD CO WILL DEPLOY
AT LAM XUAN TAY (YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN ZERO SEVEN ZERO ZERO) AND
WILL BE REINFORCED WITH 1 B41. THE 13TH CO WITH 1 ARTY PIECE WILL
DEPLOY TO THE EAST OF QUANG HA (YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN THREE SIX
SEVEN SEVEN). THE 4TH CO WITH 1 MORTAR WILL DEPLOY TO THE WEST
OF VINH HA (YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX EIGHT SIX SIX ZERO). MSG ALSO
STATED THAT 2 B41'S WERE DEPLOYED ON 07 FEB AT THE SMALL VILLAGES
TO THE SOUTHEAST OF DAI DO (YANKEE DELTA TWO FIVE THREE SIX TWO
EIGHT) TO FIRE ON THE BOATS.
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 97-68 RPT TACREP NR 97-68

AT 1658Z ON 08 FEBRUARY 1968, THE HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP
44 (4290A) INDICATED TO ZEM AN UNKNOWN ENTITY (4290.) THROUGH
THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM IN COMBAT, REQUEST
YOU PAY ATTENTION TO MAINTAINING CLOSE COMMUNICATIONS WITH ME
UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN
3000 METERS OF ALFA TANGO EIGHT FIVE ZERO FIVE ONE ZERO
(AT 850 510) ON 08 FEBRUARY 1968.
USN-414J TACREP NR 098-68 RPT TACREP NR 098-68

AT 0237Z ON 09FEB68 THE 803RD REGT DIRECTED THE 3RD BN TO DEPLOY THE 1ST CO OF THE BN AT THE VILLAGES OF XOM RU ((U/L)), XOM DUA (U/L) AND NHI HA (YD 275 705)(YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN FIVE SEVEN ZERO FIVE). THEIR MISSION BEING TO BLOCK THE ENEMY FROM HOANG HA (YD 300 687) (YANKEE DELTA THREE ZERO ZERO SIX EIGHT SEVEN) AND LAM XUAN (YD 270 700)(YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN ZERO SEVEN ZERO ZERO) UP. THEY WERE ALSO TO ATTACK THE ENEMY AT HIGH POINT 17 (U/L) AT NHI HA. THEY WERE TO MANEUVER TO NHI HA TO MEET WITH MEMBERS OF THE 1ST BN TO RECEIVE SUPPLIES AND TO RECON THE TERRAIN. THEY WERE FURTHER INSTRUCTED TO PREPARE FIVE CHARGES (PROB SATCHEL CHARGES), FIVE BANGALORE TORPEDOES AND FIVE UNDETERMINED TYPE FOUR POUND CHARGES FOR EACH MAN. NO TIME WAS GIVEN FOR THE ATTACK.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USN-604

ZEM

FLASH

USN-414J TACREP NR 99-68 RPT TACREP NR 99-68

AT 2336Z ON 09 FEBRUARY 1968, THE HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP 44
(RAD 4290 ALFA) REVEALED THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS
2
THAT A TERMINAL SUSPECTED OF SERVING THE PROB HQ VC 402ND SAPPER
BATTALION (RAD 4290) WAS "ABOUT TO MOVE" AND INSTRUCTED THIS
HEADQUARTERS TO CALL THE WATCH TO MAINTAIN NECESSARY COMMUNICATIONS.
THE PROB HQ VC 402ND SAPPER BATTALION WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT
AS RAD 4366 BRAVO ON 09 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 7000 METERS OF
ALFA TANGO NINE THREE ZERO SIX SIX FOUR (AT 930 664).
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-604

ZEM

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 100-68 RPT TACREP NR 100-68

AT 0009Z ON 10 FEBRUARY 1968, THE HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP 44
(RAD 4115 LIMA) INDICATED TO HQ MR-V MFUC (RAD 4115 ALFA), BY
ALERT SIGNAL "303", THAT QTE I HAVE OPENED FIRE UNQTE. THIS
HEADQUARTERS WAS LOCATED BY SRDF AT 0010Z ON 10 FEBRUARY 1968
WITHIN 500 METERS OF ALFA TANGO NINE SIX EIGHT FIVE SIX FOUR
(AT 968 564).
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/Delta
CG AMERICAN DIV
USN-604
ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 102-68 RPT TACREP NR 102-68

AT 0810Z ON 10 FEBRUARY 1968, THE PROB HQ 3RD NVA
REGT (4055F) WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 2600 METERS
OF ALFA TANGO NINE EIGHT FOUR FIVE SIX NINE (AT 984 569).
THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT WHILE FUNCTIONING
ON ITS TACTICAL FACILITY (RADNOT EQUATED) ON 09 FEBRUARY
1968 WITHIN 4900 METERS OF ALFA TANGO NINE SEVEN TWO FOUR
ZERO FOUR (AT 972 404).
USN-414J Tacrep Nr 105-68 Rpt Tacrep Nr 105-68

At 0955Z on 11 February 1968, an unidentified subordinate of HQ MR-V PUC (RAD 708 U/I) indicated to the HQ MR-V PUC (RAD 708 ALFA), through the use of procedure signals, that QTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION; SURROUNDED UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 29 JANUARY 1968 IN THE GENERAL VICINITY OF BRAVO SIERRA FOUR THREE FOUR EIGHT THREE SEVEN (BS 434 837).
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-898
USM-631M
ZEM

SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 106-68 RPT TACREP NR 106-68
AT 110728Z, AN UNID ELEMENT ASSOC WITH THE 803RD REGT
REPORTED THAT AT 0200Z THERE WERE ENEMY AT LAM XUAN
TAY (YD 285 690 - YANKEE DELTA TWO EIGHT FIVE SIX NINE
ZERO). HE FURTHER STATED THAT THE 270 (PROB 270TH REGT)
IS PREPARING TO FIRE AT THEM.
NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
USN-414J TACREP NR 107-68 RPT TACREP NR 107-68
AT 0846Z ON 11FEB68, THE POSS HQ 803RD REGT GAVE INDICATIONS OF DISPLACEMENT TO VINH QUANG THUONG (YD 258 659 - YANKEE DELTA TWO FIVE EIGHT SIX FIVE NINE). MESSAGE INDICATED THAT RUNNERS WHICH WERE FAMILIAR WITH THE ROUTE FROM LAM XUAN TAY (YD 285 690 - YANKEE DELTA TWO EIGHT FIVE SIX NINE ZERO) TO VINH QUANG THUONG WERE TO BE OBTAINED FROM LOCAL FORCES. NO INDICATION WAS GIVEN AS TO THE TIME OR PURPOSE OF PROB DISPLACEMENT.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAL DIV
USM-604

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TAGREP NR 128-68 RPT TAGREP NR 128-68

AT 2347Z ON 11 FEBRUARY 1968, HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP 44 (RAD 4290 ALFA) INDICATED TO AN UNIDENTIFIED SUBORDINATE (RAD 4290 PAPA), THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS, THAT QTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION; SURROUNDED UNQTE. THIS HEADQUARTERS WAS LAST LOCATED ON 11 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 1400 METERS OF ALFA TANGO EIGHT SIX EIGHT FIVE THREE EIGHT (AT 868 538).
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808

XXX

USM-631M

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 111-68 RPT TACREP NR 111-68
A MESSAGE PASSED BY THE 1ST BN, 803RD REGT AT 130318Z REPORTED
THAT THE 3RD CO, 4TH CO, 12TH CO, 14TH CO, AND BN HQS ARE
LOCATED AT VINH LAI (YD 327 635 YANKEE DELTA THREE TWO SEVEN
SIX THREE FIVE) AND HAD ARRIVED AT THIS POSITION AT 2300G
ON 12 FEB. MESSAGE ALSO STATED THAT THE 2ND CO IS AT
LUONG KIM (YD 325 650 YANKEE DELTA THREE TWO FIVE SIX FIVE
ZERO) AND THAT THE 1ST CO IS REMAINING AT NHA HA (YD 275 705
YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN FIVE SEVEN ZERO FIVE) AND WILL GO
WITH REGT.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC ZULU/DELTA
USM-808

XXX

USM-631M

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 112-68 RPT TACREP NR 112-68

A MESSAGE PASSED BY THE TENT 66TH BATTALION, 275TH REGT
ADDRESSED TO ALL COMPANIES STATED THAT FROM NOW ON WHEN
THE COMPANIES GO BACK AND FORTH THERE WILL BE PISTON ACFT
IN THE AREA. THE MESSAGE STATED THE UNITS WILL NOT BE ABLE
TO FIRE BUT THAT WHEN THE PISTON ACFT TAKE OFF AGAIN, WE
WILL BE ABLE TO FIRE. THE TENT 66TH BATTALION WAS LAST
LOCATED BY SRDF WITHIN 1000 METERS OF YD 029 818 (YANKEE
DELTA ZERO TWO NINE EIGHT ONE EIGHT) ON 07 FEB. COMBINING
LOCATION OF THE TENT 66TH BN AND MSG TEXT, THE POSS EXISTS
THAT PISTON ENGINE ACFT WILL BE DEPLOYED INTO THE UPPER
DMZ AREA.
USN-414J TACREP NR 113-68 RPT TACREP NR 113-68

USN-414J TACREP NR 114-68 RPT TACREP NR 114-68

At 0112Z on 14 February 1968 the rear services HQ group 44 (RAD 4115L) while in comms with the HQ MR-V MFUC (4115A) indicated through the use of procedure signals that the HQ Danang Municipal Unit (4290H) was in a difficult situation; under bombardment, attack and surrounded. This terminal was last located by SIGINT on 20 January 1968 as RAD 4366F within 2530 meters of ALFA TANGO NINE FIVE THREE FIVE TWO THREE (AT 953 523).
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 115-68 RPT USN-414J TACREP NR 115-68

AT 0546Z ON 14FEB68, THE HQ 812TH REGT SENT THE FOLLOWING
DIRECTIVES TO AN UNIDENT SubORDINATE. COORDINATE WITH THE
LOCAL FORCES TO PREPARE THE POSITION(S) AT TAN AN (YD 479
578). K18 (POSS COMPANY 18) IS TO GRASP THE SITUATION
FIRMLY AT XOM LANG (YD 45 49) AND XOM CON (U/L). IF THERE
ARE ENEMY, THEN GO INTO OPERATIONS IN ORDER TO PREPARE THE
BATTLEFIELD. IF THERE ARE ENEMY AT XOM LANG AND XOM CON,
THEN GO INTO OPERATIONS AT PHUONG LANG DUONG (YD 445 543).
USN-414J
QUEDEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USN-808
USM-6311

USN-414J TACREP NR 116-68 RPT NR 116-68 FEB 68
AT 150721Z AN U/I TERMINAL, (SAME AS RAD 507E) SUBORDINATE TO THE KHE SANH AREA FRONT WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT WITHIN 3000 METERS OF XRAY DELTA EIGHT THREE SIX TWO SEVEN EIGHT (XD 836-278). THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED ON 14 FEB 68 AT XRAY DELTA SIX SEVEN NINE FOUR TWO NINE (XD 679-429). THIS LATEST FIX INDICATES A RELOCATION OF APPROXIMATELY 17 KILOMETERS IN AN EAST SOUTHEASTERLY DIRECTION.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/Delta
USM-808
USM-631M

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 117-68 RPT USN-414J TACREP NR 117-68

At 0440Z on 15 FEB 68, an undent element, poss the sixth
NVA regt, was noted passin the following directives to an
unidentified subord. On the night of the 15th of February,
the transportation company from regiment will transport
ammunition down. When they cross la chu (yd 693 243),
the 8th battalion will again be issued from 50 to
1000 rounds of 82mm mortar ammunition. No further information
was given.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 119-68 RPT USN-414J TACREP NR 119-68
AT 0315Z ON 16 FEBRUARY, HQ 803RD REGT WAS NOTED INFORMING
THE 1ST BN TO KEEP ABREAST OF THE AMERICANS IN THE AREA
OF MY KHE (YD 403 555) AND XA TRIEU SON (UNLOCATED).
HQ WAS FURTHER NOTED STATING THAT IF THE ENEMY STOPS IN
THE SURROUNDING AREAS MENTIONED ABOVE THEN THE 1ST BN
MUST TO ORGANIZE TO ATTACK.

11
USN-414J TACREP NR 120-68 RPT USN-414J TACREP NR 120-68

AT 0554Z ON 16 FEBRUARY, THE 4TH BN OF THE 812TH REGT
INFORMED REGT HQ THAT THE ENEMY AT HAI BA (UNLOCATED)
HAS WITHDRAWN TOWARDS NGO MA (YD 371 549/YD 390 545).

WE WILL RECON NGO XA UP TO AREA V (UNLOCATED) AND
AREA B (UNLOCATED). IF CONDITIONS ARE FAVORABLE WE
WILL ATTACK.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USN-664

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 122-68 RPT TACREP NR 122-68

AT 0523Z ON 17 FEBRUARY 1968 AN UNID SUBORD TO THE
HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP 44 (RAD 4290E) WAS LOCATED BY SIGINT
WITHIN 2100 METERS OF ZULU CHARLIE ONE SEVEN TWO SEVEN SEVEN
SIX (ZC 172 776). THIS REPRESENTS A MOVE OF APPROX THIRTEEN
(13) KILOMETERS SOUTHWEST FROM THIS TERMINALS LAST KNOWN
LOCATION ON 08 FEBRUARY WITHIN 1300 METERS OF ALFA TANGO
EIGHT SEVEN ONE EIGHT SIX FIVE (AT 871 865).
FLASH
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USM-604
ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 123-68 RPT TACREP NR 123-68

AT 0007Z ON 19 FEBRUARY 1968, THE TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED
HQ 1ST BATTALION 68TH ARTY REGT (RAD 4290J) INDICATED TO HQ REAR
SERVICES GROUP 44 (RAD 4290A), THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS,
THAT QTE I AM ABOUT TO MOVE UNQTE. THIS HEADQUARTERS WAS LAST
LOCATED BY SIGINT AS RAD 719C ON 02 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 4000
METERS OF ALFA TANGO EIGHT ZERO NINE THREE EIGHT SIX (AT 809 386).
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USM-806
USN-631M

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 127-68 RPT USN-414 J TACREP NR 127-68
AT 0419Z ON 19 FEBRUARY 1968, A TERMINAL POSS ASSOC WITH
K THE A SHAU VALLEY REAR SERVICES (RAD 4331E) WAS LOCATED
BY SIGINT WITHIN 1000 METERS OF YANKEE DELTA THREE THREE
NINE ZERO FIVE ZERO (YD 339 050). THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST
LOCATED ON 01 FEBRUARY 1968, WITHIN 3000 METERS OF YANKEE
CHARLIE SIX SIX SIX EIGHT FOUR NINE (YC 666 849). THIS
REPRESENTS A MOVE OF APPROXIMATELY THIRTY NINE (39)
KILOMETERS IN A NORTHWEST DIRECTION.
FLASH

USN 414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USN 808
USM 631M

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN 414J TACREP NR 131-68 RPT USN 414J TACREP NR 131-68
AT 0528Z ON 21 FEBRUARY, AN UNIDENT SUBORDINATE OF THE
FWD HQ MR T-T-H INDICATED THRU THE USE OF PROCEDURE
SIGNALS THAT HE WAS UNDER AIR ATTACK. HE WAS ALSO
NOTED REQUESTING THAT COMMUNICATIONS BE CHANGED TO
RADIOTELEPHONE.
USN-414J TACREP NR 136-68 RPT TACREP NR 136-68

AT 230552Z FEB 68, IN A MESSAGE ADDRESSED TO A COMRADE LONG OF THE 16TH BN (NFI), THE HQ 812TH REGT REPORTED THAT THE ROAD IS BEING OBSTRUCTED AND THE DETACHMENTS FROM THE 18TH BN (NFI) HAVE NOT YET BEEN ABLE TO GO UP. THE 1ST COMPANY IS TEMPORARILY BEING EMPLOYED IN ORDER TO BEGIN THE MISSION. HE FURTHER REPORTED THAT THE TROOPS AND WEAPONS HAVE BEEN TRANSPORTED TO THE 6TH BN'S POSITION, IN ORDER TO REINFORCE THEIR WEAPONS AND TROOP STRENGTH. IN A LATER MESSAGE PASSED BY THE 5TH BN 812TH REGT, ADDRESSED FROM A COMRADE LONG TO THE 7TH BN (NFI), IT WAS REPORTED THAT THE 16TH BN HAS ENTERED THE 18TH BN, HAS MET WITH THE LOCAL FORCES, AND HAS DISCUSSED EACH MISSION ON THE FRONT. IT WAS FURTHER REPORTED THAT PRELIMINARY RECONNAISSANCE HAD BEGUN AT CAU NHUNG (U/L) BY THE CADRE. CAU NHUNG WAS REPORTED TO HAVE SEVEN BLOCKHOUSES, FROM FIVE TO SEVEN FENCES AND A COMPANY OF AMERICANS. IT WAS FURTHER STATED THAT B41'S WILL BE EMPLOYED AT CAU NHUNG TO DESTROY A NUMBER OF THE BLOCKHOUSES AT THE FOOT OF THE BRIDGE AND AT THE SAME TIME WE WILL BE ACTIVE IN PREPARING EACH OF THE FRONTS, IN ORDER TO DESTROY THE BRIDGE. ANOTHER TARGET WAS REPORTED AS BEING CAU SAP (U/L), WHERE THERE ARE FORTY SEVEN (47) AMERICANS AND A PLT OF MILITIA. IT WAS STATED THAT ONE ZERO ZERO (100) KILOGRAMS OF DEMOLITIONS WOULD BE NEEDED TO DESTROY THE FENCES AND ONE TWO ZERO (120) KILOGRAMS OF DEMOLITIONS FOR DESTROYING THE BRIDGE. IT WAS FURTHER REPORTED THAT THEY HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO ESTABLISH COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE SAPPERS, WHO ARE PLANNING TO STRIKE AT CAU SAP AND TO FIRE ARTILLERY INTO THE HILL. IT WAS THEN MENTIONED THAT AT DUC ME (U/L) THERE WILL BE FORTY (40) ARMED AIRCRAFT ENTERING ON THE NIGHT OF THE 23RD OR THE 24TH OF FEB. NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICA DIV
USN-604

ZEM
SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 137-68 RPT TACREP NR 137-68

At 0014Z on 25 February 1968, the HQ Rear Services Group 44
(RAD 4290 ALFA) indicated to the POFB HQ Quang Da Prov Unit (RAD
4290 DELTA) through the use of procedure signals that QTE I AM
ABOUT TO MOVE. MAKE NEXT CONTACT AT 1800 GOLF (1100Z) UNQTE.
THIS HEADQUARTERS EMPLOY A SPLIT-TERMINAL WORKING; ONE TERMINAL
LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 24 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 3000 METERS
OF ZULU CHARLIE TWO ONE ONE THREE EIGHT SIX (ZC 211 386) AND
THE OTHER ON 24 FEBRUARY 1968 BY SRD WITHIN 100 METERS OF ALFA
TANGO NINE SIX FIVE FIVE FOUR EIGHT (AT 965 548).
USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
XXXXX USM-631M
Z E M

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 138-68 RPT TACREP NR 138-68

AT 0815Z ON 25 FEB THE POSS 7TH COMPANY PASSED THE FOLLOWING TO

THE HQS 27TH INDEP BN: I WENT TO FINISH PREPARING THE BATTLEFIELD

AND RETURNED THIS MORNING. ACCORDING TO THE COORDINATED PLANS, ON

THE NIGHT OF THE 26TH OF FEB, WE WILL BE ABLE TO DEPLOY TO STRIKE

AT AN LAC (YD 228 612 YANKEE DELTA TWO TWO EIGHT SIX ONE TWO) WITH

THE ASSISTANCE OF ALL THE ARTY UP NORTH FIRING INTO QUANG NGANG

(YD 215 675 YANKEE DELTA TWO ONE FIVE SIX SEVEN FIVE), AN THAI

(YD 352 512 YANKEE DELTA THREE FIVE TWO FIVE ONE TWO), AND SOUTH

OF THE DONG HA BRIDGE. WE WILL BE ASSISTED BY TWO 82MM RECOILLESS

RIFLES FROM SONG CAU (POSS REGT SIZE UNIT SUB TO THE 320TH DIV).

THE 7TH COMPANY ALSO REPORTED THAT A FORCE OF TWO PLATOONS WILL

BE EMPLOYED. THE 7TH COMPANY WAS LAST LOCATED BY SRDF WITHIN

1000 METERS OF YANKEE DELTA ONE FOUR THREE FIVE NINE TWO ON

24 FEB.
USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USN-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 139-68 RPT TACREP NR 139-68

AT 0149Z ON 26 FEBRUARY 1968, THE HQ REAR SERVICES GROUP 44
(RAD 4290 ALFA) INDICATED THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS
TO AN UNIDENTIFIED SUBSCRIBER (RAD 4290 U/I) THAT ZEM QTE I AM BUS
ABOUT TO MOVE. I WILL NOT MAKE BROADCAST SCHEDULES AT 1400G (0700Z
AND 0600G (2300Z) UNQTE. EARLIER AT 0031Z HQ GROUP 44 (RAD 4290A)
PASSED SIGNALS TO THE PROB HQ QUANG DA PROV UNIT (RAD 4290 DELTA)
INDICATING THAT QTE I AM ABOUT TO MOVE UNQTE. THIS HEADQUARTERS
EMPLOYS A SPLIT-TERMINAL WORKING; ONE TERMINAL LAST LOCATED BY
SIGINT ON 25 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 1000 METERS OF ALFA ZEM TANGO
NINE TWO EIGHT FIVE FIVE EIGHT (AT 928 558) AND THE OTHER ON
26 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 2600 METERS OF ZULU CHARLIE TWO ZERO ONE
THREE EIGHT NINE (ZC 201 389).
USN-414J TACREP NR 142-68 RPT TACREP NR 142-68

AT 0658Z ON 27 FEBRUARY 1968, AN UNIDENTIFIED SUBORDINATE HQ GROUP 44 (RAD 4366 JULIET) INDICATED TO THE PROB HQ 368TH "B" ARTY REGIMENT (RAD 4366 INDIA) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM IN COMBAT. REQUEST YOU PAY ATTENTION TO MAINTAINING CLOSE COMMUNICATIONS WITH ME UNQTE. THIS TERMINAL WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 26 JANUARY 1968 WITHIN 800 METERS OF ZULU CHARLIE ONE EIGHT ONE SEVEN SEVEN EIGHT (ZC 181 778).
FLASH
G.N. MONDA 28FEB

USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/Delta
USM-808
XXXXX USM-631M
ZEM

SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 144-68 RPT TACREP NR 144-68

A MSG PASSED AT 0547Z ON 27 FEB BY THE PROB 2ND BN, 803RD REGT GAVE THE 2ND BN'S INFILTRATION ROUTE. MSG STATED THAT RELAY STATION ONE IS BEING EMPLOYED AT TUY KHE (YD 243 785 YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR THREE SEVEN EIGHT FIVE), THUY BAN (YD 250 798 YANKEE DELTA TWO FIVE ZERO SEVEN NINE EIGHT), AND XUAM MY (YD 242 798 YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR TWO SEVEN NINE EIGHT), TO COMPLETE THE PREPARATIONS. RELAY STATION TWO WAS REPORTED TO BE AT VINH QUANG THUONG (YD 269 653 YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX NINE SIX FIVE THREE) AND VINH QUANG HA (YD 273 677 YANKEE DELTA TWO SEVEN THREE SIX SEVEN SEVEN). DUE TO THE LENGTH OF THE INFILTRATION ROUTE, THE WHOLE GROUP WILL BE UNABLE TO CROSS AT ONE TIME. A COMRADE LINH'S DETACHMENT WILL ASSEMBLE AT 1300G ON 27 FEB AND WILL CROSS IN ONE OPERATION AND GO FROM CUA TUNG (YD 249 833 YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR ZERO EIGHT THREE THREE) TO CUA VIET QUIETLY BECAUSE THEY WILL BE CLOSE TO 31 (YD 269 733 YANKEE DELTA TWO SIX NINE SEVEN THREE THREE - POSS REF TO DYED MARKER A1). MSG ALSO STATED THAT 40 OUT OF THE 201 FEERYS WILL MAKE THE JOURNEY AND THAT IF IT RAINS, THEY WILL BE UNABLE TO CROSS. THE TIME OF THE ACTUAL CROSSING WAS NOT DISCLOSED.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
XXXXXXXXX USM-631M
Z EM

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 145-68 RPT TACREP NR 145-68
A MESSAGE PASSED AT 0529Z ON 27 FEB BETWEEN TWO U/I ELEMENTS
OF THE TENT 275TH REGT STATED "REQUEST THAT BATTALION CROSS
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH BECAUSE AIRCRAFT WILL BE SERVING
IN THE FIGHT AGAINST THE ENEMY". NO INFORMATION WAS GIVEN
AS TO WHAT AREA THE AIRCRAFT WOULD BE DEPLOYED.
USN-414J TACREP NR 146-68 RPT TACREP NR 146-68

AT 281125Z FEB68, THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE WAS PASSED BY THE
POSS ARTY FDC SERVING THE 304TH DIV: QTE THE RESULTS OF THE
FIRING HAVE BEEN REPORTED AND THE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SPOKEN TO
ALREADY. THE FIRING WAS NOT ACCURATE, IT WAS ALL OVER THE
AIRFIELD. RESULTS: ONE AMMO WAREHOUSE WAS BURNED AND ONE
BUILDING WAS DESTROYED. I HAVE SEEN THAT FURTHER INVESTIGATION
OF THE POSITION WILL BE NECESSARY. UNQTE.

IN A RELATED MESSAGE PASSED AT 281130Z BY THE SAME FDC, IT
WAS STATED THAT, TONIGHT, THE INFANTRY ARE POSTPONING THE
MISSION, THEREFORE, ARE WE TO ALSO POSTPONE THE FIRING?
NO FURTHER INFORMATION WAS PASSED, BUT THE PENDING ENEMY
OFFENSIVE AGAINST THE KHE SANH COMBAT BASE IS STILL CONSIDERED
IMMINENT.
USN-414J
QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M
ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 147-68 RPT TACREP NR 147-68
AT 290310Z FEB 68, IN A MESSAGE PASSED BY THE POSS ARTY FDC
SERVING THE 304TH DIV, IT WAS STATED THAT TONIGHT THE INFANTRY
WILL STRIKE AND SEIZE AN UNSPECIFIED LOCATION IN THE KHE SANH
AREA. HE THEN REQUESTED THAT THEIR ARTY SUPPORT THEM.
NO TIME WAS GIVEN FOR THE ATTACK.
SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 148-68 RPT TACREP NR 148-68
AT 290345Z FEB 68, THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE WAS PASSED BY THE
POSS ARTY FDC SERVING THE 304TH DIV: QTE TONIGHT 512 (PROB
INFANTRY UNIT) REQUESTS ONE ZERO ZERO (100) ROUNDS FOR SUPPORT
FIRING. AT THE PRESENT TIME AT HQTRS THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SHELLS
AND WILL TEMPORARILY CEASE FIRE SO AS TO HAVE ENOUGH SHELLS TO
FIRE SUPPORTING FIRES FOR 512 AT NIGHT, SO HE CAN OCCUPY POSITION
361 (U/L). IF YOU MUST FIRE DURING THE DAY, DO SO VERY SPARINGLY
SO AS TO HAVE ENOUGH ROUNDS TO FIRE THE SUPPORT AT NIGHT. THE
RESULTS OF THE FIRING DURING THE DAY WILL BE USED FOR LAYING IN
THE ARTILLERY TONIGHT. UNQTE.
USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/BRUNO
USM-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 149-68 RPT TACREP NR 149-68

SUBJ: B-52 WARNING MSG

1. AT 2006Z ON 01 MARCH 1968, A B-52 WARNING MESSAGE
   WAS PASSED ON THE MR-V ALERT BROADCAST FACILITY.

2. THE TIME INDICATED FOR THE STRIKE WAS BETWEEN
   0927G AND 0000G ON 2 MARCH 1968.
SECRET CAVIN

FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / BRAVO
USM-604

ZEM

SECRET CAVIN

CORRECTION NR ONE TO USN-414J TACREP NR 149-68

SUBJ: 5-52 WARNING

1. CORRECT SUBJ REPORT PARA TWO TO READ AS FOL:

2. THE TIME INDICATED FOR THE STRIKE WAS 0930G (0230Z) ON
   02 MARCH 1968.
USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M
CG 101ST AIRBORNE DIV

SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 155-68 RPT TACREP NR 155-68

AT 040809Z MAR 68, IN A MESSAGE PASSED BETWEEN TWO UNID ELEMENTS OF THE 90TH REGT, IT WAS STATED THAT THE 2ND COMPANY HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO ENTER LOWER AN DO (YANKEE DELTA SIX SIX TWO TWO THREE EIGHT - YD 662 238) BECAUSE OF CONTINUOUS HELICOPTER ACTIVITY AND THAT ONE TANK IS IN THE AREA. IT WAS ALSO STATED THAT THERE ARE HELICOPTERS LANDING AT UPPER AN DO (YANKEE DELTA SIX SEVEN TWO TWO FOUR ZERO - YD 672 240), AND THAT THERE HAS BEEN SMALL ARMS FIRE AT LA CHU (YANKEE DELTA SIX NINE THREE TWO FOUR THREE - YD 693 243) AND AN LUU (VICINITY OF YANKEE DELTA SEVEN ZERO TWO THREE - YD 70 23). HE THEN REQUESTED THAT BATTALION INVESTIGATE AND BRING THE FORCES IN.

IN ANOTHER MESSAGE PASSED ON 04MAR68 AT 0815Z, BETWEEN TWO UNID ELEMENTS OF THE 90TH REGT, IT WAS STATED THAT ACCORDING TO REGIMENTAL AND BATTALION RECON, THERE IS AT LEAST ONE COMPANY OF "ENEMY" AT X-158 (HILL 158 - YANKEE DELTA SIX SIX TWO TWO SIX - YD 662 226) ON THE LEFT SIDE OF DOC XAM (POSS XA DO - YANKEE DELTA SIX SIX THREE TWO TWO SEVEN - YD 663 227), AND THE 3RD COMPANY HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO ENTER THE POSITION THERE. TONIGHT, BATTALION WILL STRIKE THERE.
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU / DELTA
CG AMERICAN DIV
USN-604

ZEM

USN-414J TACREP NR 157-68 RPT TACREP NR 157-68

AT 2313Z ON 06 MARCH 1968, HQ MR-V REAR SERVICES (RAD 237 ALFA) INDICATED TO HQ MR-V PROVINCIAL UNIT CONTROL (RAD 237 BRAVO) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE SIGNALS THAT QTE I AM IN A DIFFICULT SITUATION UNDER BOMBARDMENT UNQTE. THIS HEADQUARTERS WAS LAST LOCATED BY SIGINT ON 20 FEBRUARY 1968 WITHIN 1000 METERS OF ZULU CHARLIE ZERO EIGHT ZERO TWO SIX THREE (ZC 080 263).
USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/BRavo
USM-604

ZEM
SECRET CAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 159-68 RPT TACREP NR 159-68
SUBJ: B-52 WARNING MSG:
1. AT 0219Z ON 08 MARCH 1968, A B-52 WARNING MESSAGE WAS
PASSED BY HQ MR-V MFUC ON MBM ITS BROADCAST FACILITY.
2. THE TIME INDICATED FOR THE STRIKE WAS 1147G (0447Z)
ON 08 MARCH 1968.
USN-414J

QUEBEC 20/ZULU DELTA

USM-606

XXXXX USM-631M

CG 101ST AIRBORNE DIV

SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 160-69 RPT TACREP NR 160-68

IN A MESSAGE PASSED AT 260240Z MARCH, THE 7TH COMPANY, 27TH INDEPENDENT BATTALION REPORTED TO HQS THAT QTE I AM DEPLOYING TO STRIKE THE PLATOON OF REVOLUTIONARIES ON THE SIDE OF DONG HA (YO 245 605 YANKEE DELTA TWO FOUR FIVE SIX ZERO FIVE). REQUEST YOUR OPINION UNQUOTE. THIS SAME MESSAGE STATED THAT THE 7TH COMPANY IS TO GO TO AN XUAN (YO 144 778 YANKEE DELTA ONE FOUR FOUR SEVEN SEVEN EIGHT) AND HAI CU (YO 135 775 YANKEE DELTA ONE THREE FIVE SEVEN SEVEN FIVE) TO RECEIVE RICE AND AMMUNITION.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M

INFO: USN-414J4

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 161-68 RPT TACREP NR 161-68

AT 0445Z ON 08 MR 68, AN UNIDENT INFIL WATCH TERMINAL (RAD 850.)
INDICATED TO HQ 559TH TRANS GRP (RAD 850A) THROUGH THE USE OF PROCEDURE
SIGNALS THAT QTE IAM UNDER AIR ATTACK UNQTE QTE FOLLOW THE ORDER FROM
HIGHER HEADQUARTERS UNQTE.
USN-414J
QUEBEC 20/ZULU DELTA
USM-808
USM-631M
CG 101ST AIRBORNE DIV
ZEM

SECRET CAVIN
USN-414J TACREP NR 163-68 RPT NR 163-68
AVC, AVN/OPER-Y-H/B.

AT 0533Z ON 11 MARCH AN U/I 803RD REGT ELEMENT REPORTED THAT
THE ENEMY AT PHU LUONG (YD 710 300 YANKEE DELTA SEVEN ONE ZERO
THREE ZERO ZERO) HAD GONE TO LAI TRUNG (YD 672 315 YANKEE DELTA
SIX SEVEN TWO THREE ONE FIVE) AND THAT A COMRADE QUE WILL EMPLOY
THE 14TH AND 15TH COMPANIES TO FIRE ON THE ENEMY LOCATED AT
LAI TRUNG. MESSAGE ALSO REPORTED THAT THE 2ND COMPANY IS
LOCATED AT DONG LAM (YD 677 317 YANKEE DELTA SIX SEVEN SEVEN
THREE ONE SEVEN) AND NGHIA LO (YD 63 31 YANKEE DELTA SIX THREE
THREE ONE) AND THAT THE SECOND COMPANY WILL GO DOWN AND CROSS
THE TERRAIN TO KEEP TRACK OF AND OBSERVE THE ENEMY REMAINING.
NO TIME OR DATE FOR THE ATTACK WAS GIVEN HOWEVER MESSAGE STATED
THAT THE RESULTS OF THE ATTACK WILL BE REPORTED LATER POSS
INDICATING THAT THE ATTACK IS POSS SEKKOMEN PENDING FOR THE
NIGHT OF 11 MARCH OR THE EARLY HOURS OF 12 MARCH.
USN-414J

QUEBEC 20 ZULU/CHARLIE
USM-808

XXXXX USM-631M
CG 101ST AIRBORNE DIV

ZEM

SECRET SAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 164-68 SONGBIRD RPT NR 164-68 SONGBIRD
AVC, AVN/OPER-Y/1.

A MESSAGE PASSED VIA VOICE COMMUNICATIONS BY AN U/I ELEMENT
OF THE 803RD REGT AT 2350Z ON 10 MARCH STATED QTE AT 1150G
HOURS I WAS ABLE TO CAPTURE ONE (2 GRPS) ENEMY. MESSAGE
INDICATED THAT THE PRISONER WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE VILLAGE
FORCES AT LAM XUAN TAY (YD 285 690 YANKEE DELTA TWO EIGHT
FIVE SIX NINE ZERO). NO OTHER INFORMATION WAS GIVEN.
FLASH

USN-414J
QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/BRAVO
USN-684

SECRET

USN-414J TACREP NR 167-68 RPT TACREP NR 167-68
AVN,AVC/AVIA-A/.

SUBJ: B-52 WARNING MSG:

1. AT 1258Z ON 13 MARCH 1968, A B-52 WARNING MSG WAS
PASSED ON THE MR-V ALERT BROADCAST FACILITY.

2. THE TIME INDICATED FOR THE STRIKE WAS 2130G
ON THE 13TH MARCH 1968.
FLASH

USN-414J

QUEBEC TWENTY ZULU/BRUNO
USM-604

ZEM

SECRET GAVIN

USN-414J TACREP NR 198-68 RPT TACREP NR 198-68
AVN, AVC/AVIA-A/

SUBJ: B-52 WARNING MSG:

1. AT 1824H ON 31 MARCH 1968 A B-52 WARNING MSG WAS PASSED
BY THE HQ MR-V MFUC (4115A) TO THE HQ 3RD NVA DIV FWD ELE
ONE (41151). THE TIME INDICATED FOR THE STRIKE WAS BETWEEN
2030G TO 2200G (1330-1500Z) ON 31 MARCH.